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Notations

Sn: the n-sphere.
En: the n-cell.
Tn = S1 x ... x S1 (n factors): the n-dimensional torus. 
~ homeomorphic.
~ homotopic, bijective equivalent, isomorphic. 
f#, fff maps induced by f in homology, cohomology. 
f*,  f*  maps induced by f in homotopy, cohomotopy.

Synopsis

In this paper I show that the cohomotopy groups of the n-dimensional torus Tn usually 
are direct sums of homotopy groups of spheres. Further, I investigate homotopy classification 
problems of continuous maps from Tn into other topological spaces - especially spaces with 
’’nice” homotopy groups in the lower dimensions. The results are applied to some ’’reducibility 
problems” for torus maps and almost periodic movements - in particular I find conditions for 
almost periodic movements being almost periodically homotopic to periodic movements.
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Introduction

In 1954 II. Tornehave [4] investigated the following problem: In 
which topological spaces X is every almost periodic movement x = f(t) 
(teR = ]—oo, oc[, x G X) almost periodically homotopic to a periodic move
ment?

A(lmost) p(eriodic) homotopy between two a.p. movements /o(0 and 
/i(f) means that there exists a uniformly continuous family f(t,v)> c G [0,1], 
of almost periodic movements starting with /o(0 and ending with /i(f).

Let denote the class of metric spaces X which are “continuously 
locally arcwise connected’’ (see p. 21). Because every CW complex is 
“continuously locally arcwise connected’’, includes the class ¥>' of me- 
trizable CIV complexes. W includes the class W of locally compact poly
hedrons. Remark: In this paper I only look at continuous maps between 
topological spaces, though I do not explicitely write continuous everywhere. 
Nor do I everywhere write that I assume my spaces different from the empty set.

A theorem ([4] p. 28) states that every a.p. movement /~(f) in a space 
X g corresponds to some rationally independent real numbers (ßi, . . . , ßn) 
and a continuous torus map /’: Rn -+ X (f is periodic in all the variables 
with the period 2n) in such a way that f (f) is almost periodically homotopic 
to the almost periodic movement f(ßit, . . . , ßnt).

A small correction and generalization of Theorem 13 in [4] gives:
Every almost periodic movement in X G is almost periodically homotopic 

to a periodic movement if and only if for every continuous torus map f (of any 
dimension) into X there exists a number N G N so that fo (xN) is homotopic 
to a torus map into a closed curve in X, where (xN) (m, . . . , un) = (Nui, . . . , 
Nun).

Because of this theorem it is natural to look at the following problem: 
For which X is every torus map (of any dimension) into X homotopic to a 
torus map into a closed curve in X? H. Tornehave had some intuitive ideas 
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of how to solve the new problem: he thought it was a necessary (and if all 
the homotopy groups ^(A'.to) are trivial for z > 1, sufficient) condition that 
for all ;ro e X every abelian subgroup of the fundamental group 7ri(X,a?o) 
is cyclic. (This is not quite correct). In this paper I shall find a partial 
solution of a more general problem.

Definition 1. Let X be a topological space. An n-dimensional torus 
map /': Tn -> X is called m-reducible iff it is homotopic to a continuous map g 
through Tm, i.e. Tw-> TmX, where 1 < m < n are the only interesting 
cases.

Definition 2. The space X is called n-dimensionally m-reducible iff 
every n-dimensional torus map into X is m-reducible.

Definition 3. The space X is called m-reducible iff every torus map 
into X (of any dimension) is m-reducible.

Definition 4. An a.]), movement x = f(t) in X is said to be of dimension 
n iff it is a.p. homotopic to some x = f(ßit, ■ . . , ßnt), where (ßi, . . . , ßn) 

are rationally independent real numbers and /': Tn -+ X is an n-dimensional 
torus map.

Definition 5. The a.p. movement x = f (t) in X of dimension n is 
called a.]), m-reducible iff it is a.p. homotopic to an a.p. movement of dimension 
< m.

Definition 6. The space X is called a.p. n-dimensionally m-reducible 
iff every a.p. movement in X of dimension < n is a.p. m-reducible.

Definition 7. The space X is called a.p. m-reducible iff every a.p. 
movement in X is a.p. m-reducible.

We have the following theorem :
Theorem 16. Let the almost periodic movement x = f (t) in X E tø be 

a.p. homotopic to f(ßit, ■ ■ ■ , ßnt), where f: Tn X, (ßi, ...» ßn) rationally 
independent. Then

f(t) is a.p. m-reducible iff fo(xN) for some N is m-reducible.

I shall further study the following problems:
1) When is a given n-dimensional torus map m-reducible?
la) When is a given a.p. movement / (/) of dimension < n, a.p. m-reducible?
2) Which spaces X are n-dimensionally m-reducible?
2a) Which spaces X are a.p. n-dimensionally m-reducible?
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3) Which spaces X are m-reducible?
3a) Which spaces X are a.p. m-reducible?

The case m = 1 is of course of special interest.

My way through the problems is the following:
First I use obstruction theory in dealing with extension problems and 

homotopy classification problems of continuous functions from subspaces 
of Tn into topological spaces. I shall not go beyond the primary obstruction 
because otherwise the problems get too complicated to be of use for my 
original problems.

Next I look at the special case X = S?, the p-dimensional sphere. The 
set of homotopy classes of torus maps Tn -> Sv, 7tv(Tn), is called the p- 
dimensional cohomotopy set. For some p and n the set np(Tnf is an abelian 
group which is called the 79-dimensional cohomotopv group of Tn. 1 compute 
the cohomotopy groups by means of the homotopy groups of the spheres 
7ti(Sm,so). Unfortunately, most of these homotopy groups are not yet known.

The homotopy groups of Tn, on the other hand, are very simple: the 
fundamental group is free abelian of rank n: 7ti(Tn,to) Zn, and all the 
higher homotopy groups 7ii(Tn,to) (z > 1) are zero. — In general we know 
that 7Ti(X,æo) (z > 1) is an abelian group, while Tii(Xæo) is a group, but 
not always abelian.

The results obtained on the homotopy classification of torus maps into 
X, are applied to the torus reducibility problems and this leads to results 
on the a.p. reducibility problems. For some special topological spaces X 
this gives simple results, but for further work on almost periodic movements 
my method does not seem fruitful because the homotopy classification 
problems soon become extremely complicated and the torus reducibility 
problems turn out to be more complicated than the a.p. reducibility problems.

I shall state the principal results in a form independent of the choice 
of basis point. The corresponding theorems in the paper will be stated only 
for a fixed basis point.

Theorem 18’. Let x = f(t) be an almost periodic movement in X e tø corre
sponding to the torus map f: Tn -> X. If 7t2(X,xo) = ... = 7in(X,xo) = 0 for all 
xo G X, then a necessary and sufficient condition for f to be a.p. m-reducible 
(1 < m < n) is that f^7ii{Tn,tf), which is a finitely generated abelian subgroup 
of 7ii(X,f(to)), has rank m.

Theorem 19’. Let X E tø and let n;i(X,xo) = 0 for all xo E X, z > 1. 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for X to be a.p. m-reducible (m > 1) 
is that for all xo E X every abelian subgroup of 7Ci(X,æo) has rank g m.
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Remark: If tti(X,to) is itself abelian, the above condition on ti(X,to) 
is equivalent to: rank ti(X,to) < in.

Theorem 20’. A necessary and sufficient condition for X to be a.p. 1 -reducible 
is that, for all .ro e X, every abelian subgroup G of 7ti(X,xo) has rank 1 
and that, for all n > 1, the condition that f^g*'.  7i\(Tn,tj) -> %i(Az,to) are 
conjugate implies that for some natural number N the maps f° (xX), go (xX) 
are homotopic.

Theorem 21’. Let X e be an H-space (for instance a topological group) 
mith tvl(X,xo) = . . . = tip-i(X,xo) = 0 for all To g A". Then a necessary condition 
for X to be a.p. m-reducible is that for all To G X the rank of ztp(X,xo) is (^).

Theorem 22’. Let X G and let for all to g A'

%i(X,t0) = . . . = 7iv-x(X,xo) = %p+i(X,To) = . . . = 7rOT(X,T0) = 0;

then a necessary condition for X to be a.p. m-reducible is that for all To G X the 
rank of 7tp(X,x0) is â (™) if p > 1, and that every abelian subgroup of jci(X,xo) 
has rank m, if p = 1.

Chapter 1

The Functions F, G, and G'

Definition. Let X be a topological space with To G X. Let n G N and 
let ti be a group (abelian for n > 1). / call X an m-space of type (zi,n) (m e N U 
{+ a?}, m > n) when X is path-connected and its homotopy groups in dimensions 
< m, except 7in(X,xj), are zero, while tw(A”,to) is isomorphic to ti.

A usual (%,n) space is then the same as my «»-space of type (zt,n).

Examples: Tn is an (»-space of type (Zw,l),
Sn is an n-space of type (Z,n).

For all n G N and all groups ti (abelian if n > 1) there exists a topological 
space X of type (zi,n) ([3] p. 426).

fWe shall now look al maps TnX where X is path-connected and 
to g X. We know that /’is homotopic to a map f': (Tn,to) -+ (X,xo). Because 
we are interested only in the homotopy classes of maps 7’w -> X we shall 
always choose representatives g of the homotopy classes for which g(to) = To, 
but we do not write this explicitely everywhere.

If we denote the homotopy classes of maps equivalent to f: Tn -+ X by 
[f] and the set of these classes by [Tn,X], then we know that a function
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Fra: [T”,X] -> HomtøpJo), ^i(Xæo)) /

where ~ means conjugate, (if TTi(Xæo) is abelian, then this group is iso
morphic to 7ii(Xæo)n) is defined by:

Fn[f] = (A) (the conjugacy class of /*,).

If we denote the homotopy class relative to to of maps (Tn,to) * (A\.xo) 
equivalent to /'by [f]tB and the set of these maps by [Tn,to; Xæo]eo, then we 
know that = A defines a map

Fn': [Tn,t0; X,xo]to -> Hom(7ri(TM, f0), %i(X,x0)).

If X is an //-space, we know that and [Tn,to; X-ToJ*  are groups
and that .xi(A',.to) is abelian. In this case it is easy to see that Fn and Fn' 
are homomorph isms.

As a cell complex 7'" = ... xS\ consists of
1 0-dimensional cell to,
n 1-dimensional cells Sj (circles), . . . ,
(”) ^-dimensional cells T1! = ... xS|p, . . . ,

and 1 //-dimensional cell Tn.

Let L be a subcomplex of Tn, and let q: 7ti(L,to') -+ 7ti(Tn,to) be induced 
by the inclusion map i: L-> Tn. Because ni(Tn,to') ex? ^i(*Sp/o)  © • • • © 
7ri(S„,fo) 22 Z" we have that q%i(L,/o) is a direct summand in %i(71w,/o) 
with rank equal to the number r of 1-cells in L. We also have %i(L,/o) 22 
Z(ti *...  * Zar/~, where * denotes free product and ~ means that two generators 
at and a; commute when the corresponding 1-cells in L are sides of a 2-cell 
in L.

at
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A homomorphism h g Hom(7ri(L,/o), 7ïi(X>æo)) is said to be extensible 
over Tn iff there exists an h g Hom(7ri(Tn,^o), ^i(Xæo)) with hi*  = 7;.

The statements in the following theorem are proved in [2], VI.

Theorem 1. Let X be an m-space of type (tt,1). Then Fn and Fn' are 
surjective if m n-1, and bijective if m n. Let L 4= O be a subcomplex of 
Tn and let g: L-> X be a given map. Then the following 3 statements are 
equivalent for m > n-1 :

(i) g is continuously extensible over Tn;
(ii) gy g Hom(^i(L,h))> ^ci(Xæo)) is extensible over Tn;
(iii) gy(%i(Ldo)) abelian.

If g*  is extensible to h g Hom^P./o), 7ii(Xæo))> then we can find an 
extension f of g with f*  = h.

Examples. Let Pm denote the m-dimensional real projective space. 
Because %i(Pra,jOo) 02 Z> for in è 2 and nt(Pm,po) = 0 for 1 < i < m, while 
cvm(j)m,po) ~ Z, we have the bijections

[Tn,Pm] 22 Zj 22 [Tn,to', Pm,po]ta for n < in.
We also have

22 0 22 [Tn, to; Sm,so]to for n < in, 
and

[Tn,Tm] Zm'n 22 [Tn,t0; Tn,tO]to,

where the two last bijections are group isomorphisms.

Remark. It is easy to see that Fn surjective (injective) implies Fm 
surjective (injective) if m â n.

Let fTn')m denote the m-dimensional skeleton of Tn as a cell-complex. 
The absolute and relative (with respect to subcomplexes) homology- and 
cohomology groups of Tn and (7’M)W arc easily computed: With coefficients 
in an abelian group G we have

771)

Hp(Tn\ G) ^GpJ 22 HP(Tn-, G),

Hp(T»,L-,G)^G{pJ 22 HP(Tn,L; G),

HP((T”)™,L'-, G) 22 22 Hp((T^,L'; G),

where i(p) and i'(p) denote the number of p-cells in L and L'. As generators 
for the homology groups we can take the elements {ai ® g}, g G G, where 
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at is a p-cell of Tn, Tn\L, (Tn)m\L' respectively corresponding to a p-dimen- 
sional torns T? in Tn. As generators for the cohomology groups we can take 
the elements {/f}, where /| is the homomorphism determined by fi(o'z) = g 
and fi((Jj) = 0, / i.

Further, it is easy to see that Hv(Tn,Z') as an algebra is the exterior 
algebra over Z with n generators in dimension 1 corresponding to the 
generators of 771(Sj).

The homomorphism

/i: G) -> Hom(Hp((Tn)m,L'); G)

defined by h{f]{c] = /(c) is an isomorphism. Generators in Hoin(/7p((7’ra)wl, 
//); G) corresponding to the {/|} are the /J themselves.

Dividing the />-cells Oi into those in (7’n)w\L and those in L I find that 

llp((Tn)m; G) ~ Hp((Tn)m,L'; G) © Jfp(L',G)

H^((T«)OT; G) ~ G) © Hp(L',G).

Thus the homomorphisms

i# E Hom(H?((r«)w; G); G)) and./# e Hom(77^((Tw)m,//; G),

G))

induced by the inclusion maps z: 7/->(Tra)Wî, j- (Tn)m ((Tn)m,L') are 
injective, and so are the corresponding homomorphisms between the homo
logy groups z# and

Now, let g: L' X be a given map. Suppose f: (Tn')m Xis an extension 
of g and denote by [f]L. the homotopy class relative to 7/ of maps (rrn)m -> X 
equivalent to /'. By [(Tn)m,L' ,g ; X]Lz we denote the set of these maps. Then 
there is a well-defined function

X]t. - Hom(H,((T»)-,L'); Hp(X))

defined by Gnmp[f]L^ = f^p\IIp((Tn)m,L'). We observe that

Hom(77p((7,w)wl,L/); HP(X)) ~ | lf P = m

0 if p > in.

Even if X is an 77-space, G' is not in general a homomorphism.
If X is a p-space of type (jzp,p) (np abelian), we have the Hurewicz 

isomorphism x: np-> HP(X} and Gn m p corresponds to
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Gn,m,p : [Tn,L' ,g\ X]L- -> Hom(Hp(( Tn)w,//), %p)

where Gn,m,p[f]r = x"1 o /#p \Hp((Tn)m,L'). We know from the theory of 
obstruction that 7ri(A;.ro) = ... = 7ip-i(X,xo) = 0 => /'I(P)^1 ~ 0, hence 
we can choose a map f': (Tn)m X with f <v> /'and /''|(Tn)î’_1 = æo. If a 
denotes a p-cell in (Tn)m\Lr, then / '(do-) = .to and f'\o represents an element 
of ^p ~ Because x([f'\a]) = f#p(a) = f#v(p) we have:

Gn.m.p^l — [/ Ie7--

II A" 4= 0 is also an //-space, we know that n:i(A',.vo) is abelian and that 
the group structure in np(X,xo) is defined by the multiplication map in X, 
so that in this case the functions G and G’ are homomorphisms.

Remark. Gn: [7’w, A”] -> Homf/T^f 7’B), Hp(X)) surjective (injective) 
implies that Gm\ [Tm,X->\\o\\gHp(Tm), HP(X)) is surjective (injective) 
for m g /i.

From the above remarks and the results in [2], VI we get:

Theorem 2. Let X be an (in-l)-space of type (np,p) (jtp abelian). Then 
we have [(Tn)m,L',g ; X]L> =4= 0 and the functions Gnmp and Gnmp are sur
jective. Let X be an m-space of type (?tp,p) (crp abelian). Then we have [(Tn)m, 
G',9‘, X]l, + O and Gnmp and Gnmp are bijective.

Thus
[(Tn)m,L',g; X]L, ~ np^ 1 (V\

and, in particular

(n\
[Tn,X] [Tn,t0; X,æo]^ 7ip p .

Remark. Let [(Tn)m,L',g ;X] denote the set of homotopy classes of 
maps /: (Tn)m X for which f\L, = g. Then I[f]L- = [f] defines a map 

-► [(Tn)m,L' ,g ;X], which is surjective. The map

[(TOm.V,g-,X] - Hom(H,((T*)-£'),  H„(X)),

where Gnmp[f] = f^p\Hp(jTn)m,L') is also well defined. From this we get 
(SJn,m,p ~ Gnmp°I).

Gn,m,p surjective (injective) => Gnmp surjective (injective).
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(n>Examples. [(Tn)m,Sm] Zm , [T'n,Sn] S2 Z.
(Here denotes bijection).

Now, let X be an //-space and a p-space of type (np,p) (then %i is 
automatically abelian). That X is an //-space means that we have a fixed 
point æo e X, a continuous multiplication p: (XxX,xoxæo) -*  (X,to) for 
which the constant map X To is a homotopy identity, i.e. p ° (c, G) £9 
p o (lz,c) 1% relative to .To. From the above theorem we know that for 
n > p 

[(T^y-\X] = 0 and [(T»)2\X] ~ Hom(//P((T«)P),%P) ~ Hom(//P(T«),^).
fHence every h E Hom(//Ï,(TW),%2?) corresponds to a continuous map (7’W)/J^ X 

with /‘((Tn)p_1) = to and f#p = x/z. Let f denote the map

Let f denote “one of the products of the /’fs”, for instance

v

Then it is easy to see that /' is a continuous map Tn -> X with /' |( Tn)P - f,

i.e. f#p = f#p = x/z. Thus we have (n < p trivial):

Theorem 3. Let X be an H-space and a p-space of type (TtP,p). Then 
for all n E N, G and G' are surjective homomorphisms; G: [Tn, X] ->

Hom/f/p/P),^) 22 7ip p , where G ([/*]) = x“1 f#p, G': [TW,X] -> 

Hom(Hp(Tn), HP(X)) 22 where G'([/]) = f#p.

Chapter 2

The Cohomotopy Groups of Tn

Definition. Let X be a topological space and A a subspace of X. The 
in th (relative) cohomotopy set Jtm(X,A) of (X,A) (m E N) is defined to be 
[X,A; S^soU und the rath (absolute) cohomotopy set nm(X) of X is defined 
to be [X,S™].
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A pair (A,A) is called n-coconnected if it satisfies the condition 
II(i(X,A; G) = 0 for every q n and every coefficient group G.

A cellular pair (A,A) is a pair of a finite cell complex A and a sub
complex A.

We need the following theorem ([2], VII, Theorem 5.2).

Theorem 4. //' (Ar,A) is a (2m-l) coconnected cellular pair, ive can 
define a certain abelian group structure + in 7im(X,A) with the class of the 
constant map as the neutral element. In this case nm(X,A) is called the m’th 
cohomotopy group of (A",A).

Remarks. 1) Every map /’: (Ar,A) -> (V,7J) induces a transformation 
7tm(Y,Ii) -> ttw(A,A). If both (A, A) and (V.-B) are (2m-1 )-coconnected 

cellular pairs, then f*  is a homomorphism ([2], VII, prop. 5.4).
2) When the cohomotopy group structure is defined in ctm(Sn,so) (thus 

n < 2m-2), then the bijection nm(Sn,sd) ~ 7in(Sm,So) is an isomorphism 
([2], VII, prop. 12.1).

We now try to compute the cohomotopy groups of Tn by means of some 
exact sequences for the pairs [(T71)”1, (Tw)”i_1J-

If i > )™( + 1, where for a real)a(= minpEZ {p\p > a], then 7ci(('rn)m) 
and ni((Tn)m,(Tn')m~1) have the cohomotopy group structure.

From Theorem 2 we have the bijections (p > m)

->7iV((Tn)m) ™
p > m

j) = m,

where i*  is a homomorphism for p > )^( + 1, i.e. p > 1.
If A, K are spaces with basis point, XV Y denotes their one point union. 

If p denotes the map 

then 

is a bijection and for i > )^(+ 1 an isomorphism. Il is easy to see that 
there is a bijection

(”)7d(S™ V . . . V S™ ,s0) ~ ^(.S™,so)W.
\m/

Let i' denote the inclusion S™ V ... V S™ -> S™ V ... V S™ V ... V S™ and 
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p' the projection S™ V ... V S™ -> S™ V ... V S™. When i >)™(+ 1 wc get 
the following split exact sequences of abelian groups and homomorphisms 
because is a functor:

0 V . . . V StJL1,s0)^^(S^ V . . . VS«so)^(S>) -> 0.
r*  p~*

An induction thus gives us the isomorphism

V ... V s™,So) ~ ^-(S7,.s0) © ... © ^(S^so).

Because of the isomorphism ?ii(Sm,so') co %rø(Shso) we have that the bijection

(T”)7”-1) oo

is an isomorphism for i > )^(+ 1.
We have the following long exact cohomotopy sequences ([2], VII, 6.-9.) 

of abelian groups and homomorphisms except the first set and the first 
map in the first sequence and the two first sets and the two first maps in 
the second sequence.

1) in = 2q è 2.

7t‘ n‘

71‘

All maps i, j are induced by inclusions, and the <5’s are connecting 
“homomorphisms”.

2) m = 2<?-l è 3.
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We know that every finitely generated abelian group G is isomorphic 
to a direct sum of cyclic groups. If (bi, . . . , bn~) are generators of the cyclic 
groups in such a decomposition, then they are weakly linearly independent 
in the sense that pibi-\- . . . +pnbn = 0 implies pibi = . . . = pnbn = 0. We 
shall call (6i, . . . , bn) a basis of G.

We now choose basis elements for the finitely generated abelian groups 
71/(5^,so) represented by pjy. A generator of ^(P) is represented by the 
projection P -> P/(py_1 ~ SÈ We then look at the elements of ?z:i((7’n)wl) 
represented by

(T”)™ Tiß^SJ^S*;  j m, ß e{\, ... , (»)}.

By means of induction on m we prove:
For ail i,n,m in N with n > m such that 7ii((Tn')m) is a cohomotopv 

group, i.e. i > )^( + 1, the following short exact sequence is split exact,

0 ^ ,/*%*((  Pl)w, (T»)"1"1) n\{Tn)m) -> 0, and a basis
for 7i\(Tn)m) oj 7i\(JTnym~r') © j*ji\(JT n'ym, (T71)™-1) is represented by the 
elements p“ f o pj o proj^y except that the long exact sequences are not long 
enough to the left to allow us to decide whether p2y_2>y 0 P2i-z ° Proj^_2 2i_2 *s 
homotopic to 0 or not.

The start of the induction is trivial by the long exact sequences.
Let the above be true for m-1. We see that all the elements pP opjo 

ProjwLij of ni((Tn)m~'1) where ß' e{l, . . . , (”)} and / < m-1, have trivial 
extensions to (Tn)m: o pj o proj^j, which proves that z*  = z™ is surjective.
Further,

Pj 0 Pi’ojfLij non — O o g^opj non — 0 o g^opj ° proj^y non~ 0.

From the isomorphisms ™ tGÇSî ,sq) 7ij(Si,so), j < 2i-2, we see for
!>eZ that p(g^i° f) = (pg^i) 0 I’■ X-> SiSl when tïz(X) and ^(S^) are 
cohomotopy groups (/’* is a homomorphism nPfå) -> 7zd(Ar)). From this we 
see that pg°jti °Py 0 proj^.j y and its extension to (7’n)m: pg0^ op. o proj^y are 
zero homotopic at the same time. This and the fact that the elements pP o 
pj o proj^-y y (when not zero homotopic) represent a basis for .'Ti((7’w)m~1) 
gives us a well defined homomorphism h : ^((T”)”1-1) -> ^i((7’re)m) such that 
z *o  h = 17iï((71n)m_1). This and the exactness of the long cohomotopy sequence 
proves that the sequence above is split exact. Thus

rF(ï7’w)m) ~ ©j:W((Pl)m, (T«)"1“1),

where y*7r î'((71n)wî), (Tn)m i) is generated by
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(/Tg {!,..., Q}).
If m = 2z-2 we do not know whether 7“^ o pm o proj^ m 00 0 or not.
If ni < 2z'-3, we get from the above that j™ is injective, because i'fL1 is 

surjective and the sequence exact. The following proof is valid also if m = 
2z-3. Because all the generators 00 proj^_x y : ÇTn')m~1 -> Si_1 of st1-1 
((7’wyre~1) have extensions to (Tn)m: .90 p; 0 pi’oj^ y : (T”)™-> S/_1, the 
exactness gives us:

^T-iCÄ-i 0 Pi 0 Proj£-i J) = 0 ^7-1 = 0 7? injective, i.e. for in < 2i-2
we have %*((7 1n)m) eo nd(( 7’n)m_1) © tt’:(( Tn')m, (7’ra)?ra_1), and a basis for 
^((T’71)"2) is represented by all the

f/L °7h 0 Proj^y (/I g (1, . . . , (J)}; j < m).

Theorem 5. The cohomotopy groups ni((Tn)m) ore finitely generated and 
for 2i > m + 3 we have

0 if i > m

and the last expression is valid for in = 2i-2, if the last factor is replaced by 
a suitable factor group.

For m = n we get:

Theorem 6. For 2i è 11 + 3 we have

0 if i > n

(n\ (-n 1© rc$ + i(S*,so) Vi+ 7 © ... © %n(Sl’,.s-o) if i â n

and the last expression is valid for n = 2i-2 if the last factor is replaced by 
a suitable factor group.

It is known that nm(Sn,so) is zero for m < n, Z for m = n and a finite 
abelian group for m > n, except 7i4ï-i(S2/,so) which is the direct sum of Z 
and a finite group. This group is not a cohomotopy group and so it has no 
influence on the cohomotopy groups of (Tn)m. Hence:

(«)
Corollary. ^(T1”) is the direct sum of Z 1 and a finite abelian group, 

when i > )fm( + 1 (i.e. rank 7ci(Tn) = (”)).
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Chapter 3
Elementary Properties of Tori

Nr. 10

Before I discuss the problems of reducibility mentioned in the intro
duction, 1 deduce a few elementary results:

Lemma 1. The homotopy classes of homeomorphisms (Tn,to) (Tn,to) 
are in one to one correspondence with the unimodular nxn matrices.

Proof. [A unimodular nxn matrix A has elements in the integers Z and 
determinant il]. The lemma follows easily from the isomorphism Fw: 
[7’w, T71]-> Hom(7ri(7’re,Io), ^i(7’n,/o)) 22 Hom(Zw,Zw) 20 Zn* defined by 
h\[f] =

Lemma 2. The homotopy classes in Tn of Tm's imbedded in Tn for which 
Tn = TmxX are in one to one correspondence with the direct summands of 
7ii(Tn,to) of rank m.

This follows easily from Lemma 1.

Theorem 7. f: Tn -> X zs m-reducible iff f is homotopic to the projection 
of Tn onto a Tm imbedded in Tn = Tmx Y (possibly after a shift of coordinates 
in Tn), followed by a map Tm -> X.

Proof. Obviously, “if” is trivial. We shall prove “only if”. It is enough 
to show that every map (T?t,/o) -+(Tm,to) can be projected through a T™ 
imbedded in Tn. Because m(Tm,to) is free, /*(7ri(T n,fo)) is also free and so 
f*(ni(T n,tQ)) is a direct summand in ny(Tn,to) of rank in < m. Let G ç 
(Tn,to) be a direct summand in jii(Tn,to) of rank m including the isomorphic 
image of/*(%i(7 ’77,fo))- From Lemma 2 G corresponds to a T™ imbedded in 
7’w = 7’7 x Y ( possibly after a shift of coordinates of T71). Thus /’is homotopic 
to the projection in new coordinates of Tn onto 7’7 followed by the map 
/'|7’7: 7’7 -> Tm.

Chapter 4

Remarks about Finitely Generated Abelian Groups

We know that there is an isomorphically unique decomposition of a 
finitely generated abelian group G as a direct sum of cyclic groups Zn © Zni 
©. . .© Znp, where iy divides rzz-i.

The number n is the rank of G and the nfs are called the torsion 
coefficients of G.
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We know that every subgroup of a free abelian group F ss Zm of rank 
m is a free abelian group of rank m' < m. A finite abelian group G' has in 
general many decompositions as a direct sum of cyclic groups, but we can 
define a dimension of a finitely generated abelian group G as

dim G = A/ie smallest number of generators of G.

The usual proof of the theorem above starts with m generators <71, . . . , 
gm of G and then shows that there exists an r < m and £1, . . . , er with 

so that G is isomorphic to Zm~r © Zei © ... © Zer, where Zi = 0. 
This gives us that

dim G = rank G + the number of torsion coefficients of G.

The dimension of G has the following properties:

1) dim G = m => V<7 < m 3G' ÇG: dim G' = q.
2) If /g Hom(Zw,G), G a group, then f{Zn} is a finitely generated abelian 

group with dim f(Zn') < n.
3) G' ÇG> dim G' < dim G.

Chapter 5
Torus Reducibility Problems

Let X + 0 be a topological space, x0 g X a fixed point of X. Looking 
at torus maps Tn -+ X, we always assume them, as already mentioned, 
continuous, and if X is path connected, we assume that to is mapped into xo- 
We are interested only in the homotopy classes of maps Tn -> X. We know 
that xo(X,xo) is the set of path components of X with the path component 
including xo as 0-element, that, for all i > 1 and all xo.xi G A” in the same 
path component, 7ti(X,xo) is isomorphic to %^(X,xi) and that Tn itself is path 
connected. Hence a theorem about torus mappings into path connected 
spaces under some conditions on the %/(Ar,xo)’s for fixed xo can be translated 
to a theorem about torus mappings into spaces not necessarily path con
nected, under the same conditions on the ^(X,xi)’s for all xi G X. In the 
following I therefore assume the spaces X path connected even if this is not 
written explicitely.

We start with some trivial remarks concerning the definitions 1-3 in 
the introduction:

For /’: (7’w,/o) -> (X,xo) we have: If /' is m-reducible, then dim 
/;(%i(Tn, fo)) < m and dim f#p(Hp(Tny) < for every p g N, where

Mat.Fys.Medd. Dan.Vid.Selsk. 38, no. 10. 2
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/; eHomOi(rMo), 7ri(X,T0))> e Hom(Hp(T»), ttp(X)) 
and

%i(r«,/o) oo Z«, ITp(Tn} Zp>.

The map Fm+i: [7’m+1,.V] -> Hom(7ïi( 7’m+1,fo), %i(X,to))/~ defined by 
77m+i[/] = {f,} is surjective iff every homomorphism h: 7ti(Tm+1,to)-> ni 
(AT,to) is induced by some map /’: (7’w+1,/o) -> (A",To). From Theorems 1 and 
3 it follows that this happens when Ar is an /n-space of type (t,1) and when 
X is an 77-space.

Theorem 8. If Fm+i is surjective, and X is [zi dimensionally (n > /??)] 
m-reducible, then every finitely generated abelian subgroup of tii(X,xq) has 
dimension m.

Remark. If %i(Af,to) is itself a finitely generated abelian group, then 
the above condition is equivalent to dim 5ii(X,To) < m.

Proof of Theorem 8. Suppose ti(A\to) has a finitely generated abelian 
subgroup of dimension greater than m, then ti(A',to) also has a subgroup G 
of dimension m + 1. Because ni(Tm+1,to) Zm+1, we have a surjective 
h g Hom(.'Ti(Tm+l,to), G), which because of the assumption corresponds to 
an f: Tm+1 -> A” with /*  = h. If we define f as Tn —Tm+1X, then dim 
/*  7ri(Tw,fo) = dim/i(%i( 7’m+1,/o)) = m + 1. Thus f is not m-reducible.

Theorem 9. Suppose Fn: [Tw,Ar] -> Hom(%i(7’w,/o), %i(Ar,To))/ ~ defined 
by Fn[f\ — {f.} is bijective. (From Theorem 1 me know that this is the case 
when X is an n-space of type (tci, 1)). Then

f: (Tn,to) -> (A”,To) is m-reducible iff f(ni(Tn,to))

(an abelian group of dimension n) is of dimension m.
Proof. We have already proved “only if’’. If dim /,ti(7’”,/o) < rn, then 

f can be factorized through ni(Tm,to) ™ Zm so that we can choose h E 
Hom (.ti(7’w,fo), ^i(Tm,to)) and g E Hom (ni(Tm,to), ^i(ATto)) such that 
f = g o h. Because Fn surjective implies that Fm is surjective for m g n 
there exists a g: Tm -> X with g*  = g, We also have an h: Tn -> Tm with 
/q = h. Thus g*  o h*  = f or go /i f, i.e. f is m-reducible.

This gives us the following theorems:

Theorem 10. Let Fn be bijective. (This is the case when X is an n-space 
of type (tci,1)). Then X is n-dimensionally m-reducible (1 < m < n) iff the 
dimension of any finitely generated abelian subgroup of ni(X,xo) is m.
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Remark. Instead of bijective” we could write “Fw injective and 
Fm+i surjective”.

Theorem 11. Let Fn be bijective for all n > m. (This is the case when 
X is a space of type (tti,1)). Then X is m-reducible iff the dimension of any 
finitely generated abelian subgroup of 7ii(X,xo) is â m.

We now show

Th( ;orem 12. X is n-dimensionally 1-reducible (n > 1) iff every finitely 
generated abelian group of %i(X,.ro) is cyclic and Fn is injective.

Corollary. Let tii(X,xq) = 0. Then X is n-dimensionally 1-reducible 
(n > 1) iff [Tn,X] = 0.

Proof of Theorem 12. Because F2 is always surjective, it follows from 
the remark above that it only remains to show that Fn injective is a necessary 
condition.

Let f,g: Tn >X be given such that /*  ~ g*  (i.e. /K?1”)1 ç^^|(7’n)1). We 
suppose that X is n-dimensionally 1-reducible and then want to show that 
/’ »J g. Because /'and g are 1-reducible and

03 I Iom(%i( Tn,t(f), 7ri(S1,so)),

[S^X] 22 Hom(%i(S1,so), %i(Ar,.ro))/

we can choose the factorizations Tn S1 X and Fn S1 X of /' and 
g such that tfu^iGS^so) = f*ni(T n,to) and <9'2*(^ i(51,s0)) = *̂7ti(T n,/0) and 
7ii*  = 712*.  Then hi ex? 712 and gi CX? <72. Thus

/ 03 <71 O 711 22 Ç2 0 712 22 g-
This gives us

Theorem 13. X is 1-reducible iff every finitely generated abelian sub
group of %i(X,.ro) is cyclic and every Fn is injective.

Theorem 14. Let X be a p-space of type (7tp,p) with xp abelian. Then 
we have:

1) If m < n < p, we have [Fn,X] 22 [T^X] 22 0 so X is trivially n- 
dimensionally m-reducible.

2) If m < p n, we have [F^X] = 0, but [7\,X] is non trivial if np 
is non trivial, so a necessary condition for X to be n-dimensionally m-reducible 
is that 7tp = 0.

2*
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3) If p â m < n and Gm+i- [T’re+1,X] -> Hom(//î>(Tm+1), 7tP) defined by 
Gm+i[f] = x^fftp IS surjective (which is the case when X is an m-space of type 
(np,p) or when X is an H-space of p-type (jtp,pf), then a necessary condition 
for X to be n-dimensionally m-reducible is that the dimension of any finitely 
generated subgroup of np is (fff) = dim Hp(Tm').

The proof of 3) is analogous to the proof of Theorem 8 because of the 
remark p. 17.

Corollary. Let X be a p-space of type (np,p) with 7tp abelian. Then we 
have :

1) Tor m < p a necessary condition for X being m-reducible is tcp = 0.

2) For m > p and Gm+i surjective a necessary condition for X being 
m-reducible is that the dimension of any finitely generated subgroup of np 
is Q.

Examples. 1) Because the fundamental groups of the complex and 
quaternionic projective spaces are zero but not all the homotopy groups arc 
zero, these spaces are not 1-reducible.

2) Sn(n > 1 ) is not m-reducible for m < n.

3) Pn(n > 1) is not m-reducible for m < n:

We have the covering projection p: Sn -> Pn and a map Tn -> Sn 
which is not 0-homotopic. pn is not m-reducible, nor is pn°(xN)n'- Tn -> 
Tn Sn m-reducible. We now look back at p o pn\ Tn -+Sn ->Pn. The map 
p ° pn ° (xN)n is not 0-homotopic since p is a covering projection. If p o pn 
were m-reducible for some m < n, i. e. popn ™ g ° h: Tn Tm Pn, then, 
since [7’wl,Pft] ~ Hom(Z?”,Z2), we would obtain

p ° Pn ° ( X 2)n £2 g O h O ( x 2)n = tø o (x 2)m] ° h £2 0 O h = 0

(we assume h linear because [Tn,Tm] ea Hom(7ii(Tn,to), n:i(Tm,to)), contra
dicting p o pn o (x2)w non ~ 0. Thus p ° pn is not m-reducible.

4) From the computation of the cohomotopy groups of Tn and the 
results in this chapter one can get further results about the reducibility of 
spheres; for instance:

If 2z > n + 3, i < n and 7rn(Si,so') 0 then we get from Theorem 6 that 
the map gf^ o pn; Tn -> Sn Si with g%{ non ~ 0 is not homotopic to zero. 
This map /is algebraically trivial, i.e. its induced homomorphisms between 
the homology and cohomology groups are trivial. If f were /-reducible, then 
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Theorem 7 would give that /'could be projected through a T\Tn = Tlx Tn i, 
perhaps after a shift of coordinates). Thus f would be homotopic to a 
composed map 

where g non ~ 0, and h is a change of basis. Because [T^S4] 22 Hom(/7/(T4), 
Hi(>S4)) — Hom(Z,Z), g#t y= 0 and so g o proj o h would not be algebraically 
trivial, contradicting /' g o proj o h. Thus if 2n > 2z > n + 3 and %re(S4,.so) # 0, 
then S4 is not /-reducible.

5) In an analogous way we get:

S2 is not 2-reducible,

because the map T3-^S3-^-S2, where p is the Hopf fibration, is known to 
be non ~ 0 when pa non ~ 0.

Chapter 6
Almost Periodic Movements

Definition. A topological space X is called continuously locally arcwise 
connected when to every compact subspace K of X there exists a neighbourhood 
O çKsK of the diagonal &k in KxK and a continuous map (h: Oxi -> X so 
that <P(x,x,t) = æ, 0(æ,z/,0) = x, d>(x,y,t) = y.

For metric spaces this is equivalent to the definition (for metric spaces 
only) used in [4].

Remarks. 1) When X is a metric space for which any two points 
x and y whose distance remains below a certain number can be connected 
by a geodetic arc which depends continuously on x and y, then X is con
tinuously locally arcwise connected. 2) Any CW-complex is continuously 
locally arcwise connected. Indeed it satisfies the following:

There exists a covering (F;|j e J) of X with open sets and a continuous 
function d>: Oxi >X, where 0 = U (Jyx Up such that <P(x,x,t) = x, &(x,y,0) = 
x, &(x,y,l) = y- This can be shown by induction: Assuming (L)) chosen 
and 0 constructed on the n-1 skeleton of X, it can be shown that the 
definitions can be extended to Xn, which is obtained from A””-1 by adjoining 
n-cells and which has the topology coherent with Xn_1 and the //-cells.

Definition. A continuous movement in a metric space X is a continuous 
function x = f(f), t E R, x e X. A number x = Xf(e) is called a translation 
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number of f(t) corresponding to e > 0 if the condition dist (f(t), /'(t+v)) < e 
is satisfied for all t E R. The movement x = /'(/) z’s called almost periodic if 
the range of f(f) lies in a compact subset of X and the set (t/(e)} is relatively 
dense for every e > 0 (i.e. there exists an I > 0 so that every interval of length 
I contains at least one of the T/fefs).

Definition. A /unction x = f(t,v); I E R, v E [0,1], ,r e X; is called a 
uniformly continuous family of almost periodic movements when 1 ) the range 
of f(t,v) lies in a compact subset of X, 2) for all Vo E [0,1] f(t,i>o) is almost 
periodic, 3) to all e > 0 and all Vo E [0,1] corresponds a neighbourhood Ue(vo) 
of vo such that for all t E R, all v E Ue(vo): dist(f(l,vo), f(l,v)) < e.

Remark. Tornehave’s definitions are the same except that he does 
not demand that the ranges lie in compact subsets. Instead he is mainly 
interested in complete metric spaces and he shows that the closure of the 
range of an almost periodic movement /ft) in a complete metric space X 
is a compact subspace. In the same way it can be shown that the closure 
of the range of a uniformly continuous family of a.p. movements in a 
complete metric space is a compact subspace. This gives us that the de
finitions coincide for complete metric spaces, and this is all I need. With 
the new definitions Tornehave’s results about complete metric spaces can 
easily be extended to arbitrary metric spaces. The new definition can be 
extended further to arbitrary topological spaces because it is possible to 
introduce one and only one uniformity structure on compact spaces.

Let denote the class of metric spaces which are continuously locally 
arcwise connected. Then includes the class‘d' of metrizable GAU complexes, 
which again includes the class fé2" of locally compact polyhedrons.

Definition. Two almost periodic movements a'i = /i(/) and x'2 = fzif) 
are called a(lmosf) p(eriodically) homotopic iff there exists a uniformly con
tinuous family x = /ft,v) with f(t,O) = fift) and /(fl) = fzft).

This relation is obviously an equivalence relation in the set of a.p. 
movements in X and it leads to a subdivision of this set into a.p. homotopy 
classes.

Remark. A continuous function f : Rn -> X which is periodic in all the 
variables with the same period r e R (called a torus map by Tornehave) 
corresponds to torus maps 7’w -> X (we can look at Tn as Rn/(qrZ)n, g e Z). 
The function g : Rn X: gff) = f(pt), p E R has period and corresponds 
to the same torus maps as /' (we can look at Tn as Rn/(~ Z)n, q E Z). Usually
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I think of Tn as Rn/Zn and I call the variables (zzi, . . . , uw) with m e [0,1]. 
If (ßi, . . . , ßn) are real numbers and I is also real, and f: Tn X is a map, 
I write f(ßit, . . . , ßnt) for f({ßit}, . . . , {ßnt}), where {ßt} is the (one of the) 
u E [0,1 ] for which ßt = u (mod 1). It is well known that x = f(ßit, . . . , ßnt) 
is an almost periodic movement in X. In the opposite direction we get from 
[4], p. 28:

Theorem. Every almost periodic movement xi = /’(/) in X e is a.p. 
homotopic to a certain X2 = g(ßit, ■ • • , ßnt) with g: Tn -> X and (ßi, . . . , ßn) 
rationally independent real numbers (i.e. independent as vectors in a Q-vector 
space).

The following theorem is [4] lemma 22 with a correction1).

Theorem 15. Let f (/) and g(t) be two almost periodic movements in 
X E . In order to investigate whether /' and g are a.p. homotopic we choose 
a common set of n rationally independent real numbers (ßlf . . . , ßp) and torus 
maps f',g''. Tv -+X such that f (t) is a.p. homotopic to f'(ßit, . . . , ßpt) and 
g(t) is a.p. homotopic to g'(ß}t, . . . , ßpt). Then f g iff there exists a 
natural number N, such that f ° (XN) g' ° (xiV), where xN: Tv Tv is 
defined by (xN)(ui, . . . , up) = (Nui, . . . , Nup).

I shall now discuss the notions introduced in definitions 4-7 in the 
introduction.

Theorem 16. Let X = f (/) be an a.p. movement in X E . Let f: Tn -> X 
be one of its corresponding torus maps (i.e. f(ßit, . . ., ßnt) f (t) and 
(ßi, . ■ . , ßn) are rationally independent). Then f is a.p. m-reducibel iff f ° (xN) 
is m-reducible for some natural number N.

Proof. We may assume m < n. We shall first prove “only if”. Let f be 
a.p. m-reducible. We choose g: Tm -> X and rationally independent numbers 
(yi, • • • , ym) such that

g(yit, . . . , ymt) f(t) f (ßit, . . . , ßnt).

We now look at the vector space V over Q spanned by (ßi, . • ■ , ßn, yi, ■ ■ • ,ym)- 
Then p = dim V > max{m,n}. We supplement (/?i, . . . , ßn) to a basis 
(ßi, . . . , ßn, ßn+1, . . . , ßp) with ß'v = ßv, v — 1n. Then the yf’s are 
rational linear combinations of (^). Thus there exists a natural number M

h Tornehave told me about this mistake. He overlooked the possibility of the factor (x N) 
such that his condition is too strong. The examples proving the existence of non-trivial a.p. 
movements are never the less correct, because the relevant obstructions belong to infinite cyclic 
groups.
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so that the Åfyfs are integral linear combinations Ai, i = 1, ... , ni of (/?j). 
We now define a map fi: Tp Tn X by fi(zzi, . . . , un, un+i, . . . , up) = 
f(Mui, . . . , Mun) and a map gx: Tp -> Tm -+ X by gi(ui, . . . , up) =

, Am(u)).
Because f(ßxt, ■ ■ ■ , ßnt) 9(yit, ■ ■ ■ , y mt) we have

fW> ..., Mßnt) = f^ß'ß, ..., ßpt) g(Myxt, ..., Mymt) = gi(fa, .... ßpt) 

(and (ßL, . . . , ßp) are rationally independent). Theorem 15 tells us that 
there exists a natural number Nx such that /i o (xTVi) gi ° (xAp). Then the 
restrictions to the Tn ç Tp corresponding to zzn+i = . . . = zzp = 0 arc homo
topic, i.e.

fi(Mzzi, • • •, Mzzn,O, ..., 0) = f(MNxux, ..., MNxun) ™ gi(Nxux, ..., Nmn,0, ..., 0)

= p(ATizli(ui, . . . , lln,0, ■ ■ ■ , 0), . . . , A'i/lm(ui, . . . , Un,0, • • • , 0)).

Denoting by h: Tn -> the map defined hv

(zzi, . . . , Un) -> (Ari/li(zzi, . . . , ZZK,(), . . . , 0), . . . , NXAm(U]_, . . . , iin, 0, . . .,())) 

we have fo(xXiM) ™ g o h, where h: TnTm and g: TmX, so that 
f o (xNiM) is zn-reducible.

Next, we shall prove “il”. Suppose f = fo(xAr) is m-reducible. We 
have f'(ß\t, . . . , ßnt) f (t), where (ß'x = ßjJN, . . . , ß'n = ßn/N) are 

rationally independent. Because [Tn,Tm] ~ Hom^T»,f0), 7ri(Tm,f0)) we 
can choose h: Tn -> Tm linear (corresponding to Am,n) and g: Tm X so 
that /' ™ g o h. If we put 

1 • •
 • ~ Am,n

ßi

ßm ß'n.

then

fW 4. ■■■’ Ä0 a~. g ° h(iy. .... ßnf) - g(ßlt, • • • . ßmt),

so that fis a.p. m-reducible.

Remarks. 1) (f o (xAT)X = A'/i, so rank f>i(PM0) = r iff there exists 
a natural number N such that (f o ( x AQ)Ÿ%i(7T«do) Zr.

2) (/ 0 (xN))#p = NPf^p, so rank f#p Hp(Tn) = r iff there exists a natural 
number N such that (f o {xN))^p Hp(Tn) ~ Zr.
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Statement 2) follows immediately from the expression of elements of 
Hp(Tn) as cross products of elements from /^(S1). The remarks and 
Theorem 16 gives us that the theorems from chapter V can be changed to 
theorems about almost periodic movements in Ar G tø, by translating “dim” 
to “rank”. Let féo denote the class of path connected spaces in tø.

Remark. Let x = f(t) be an a.p.-movement in X G féo corresponding 
(for some (ßi, . . . , /?„)) to /': Tn -+X. If f (t) is a.p. m-reducible, then rank 
/>i(7\/0) < m and rank Hp (Tn) < (%) for every p.

Theorem 17. Suppose that Fm+i- [Tm+1,X] -> IIom(^i(Tw+1To), %i(X,æo))/~ 
is surjective and that X E tøo (e.g. X is an m-space of type (%i,l) or an H-space). 
If, further, X is a.p. m-reducible, then the rank of any abelian subgroup of 
%i(X,xo) is in.

Theorem 18. Suppose that Fn: [Tn,X] -> Hom (tti( Tn, L), %i(X,æo))/~ 
is bijective and that X Etøo (e.g. X is an n-space of type (tti,1)). Then an 
almost periodic movement corresponding to f: Tn -> X is a.p. m-reducible iff 
rank/X^i(TwTo)) ni.

Theorem 19. Let Fn: [T",X] -> Hom(7ri(Tn, to), %i(X,æo))/~ be bijective 
for every n > m (e.g. X is a space of type (%i, 1 )), and let X E tøo. Then X is 
a.p. m-reducible iff the rank of every abelian subgroup of nßX,xo) is in.

Theorem 20. A space X E féo is a.p. 1-reducible (i.e. every a.p. movement 
in X is a.p. homotopic to a periodic movement) iff the rank of every abelian 
subgroup of 7rßX,xo) is 1 and for every natural number n every pair of 
maps f,g: Tn -> X satisfying Fn[f] = Fn[g] also satisfies the condition f o (xX) 
co g o (xX) for some natural number N.

Theorem 21, 22. Let X E tøo be a p-space of type (jip,p) with 7tP 
abelian. Then

1) if*  is a.p. m-reducible for some in < p, then rank np = 0.

2) if p â m and Gm+i'- [Tm+1,A"] Hom(Hp(Tm+1), np) defined by 
Gm+i[f] = x-1/^ is surjective (e.g. X is an m-space of type (nP,p) or X is an 
H-space of p-type (7tp,p)) and X is a.p. m-reducible, then rank np (p).

Examples. 1) Because the fundamental groups of the complex and 
quaternionic projective spaces are zero and the first nontrivial homotopy 
groups are isomorphic to Z, these spaces are not a.p. 1-reducible.
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2) Sn (n > 1) is not a.p. m-reducible for m < n (7tn(Sn,so) s^Z).

3) Pn (n > 1) is not a.p. 
the proof p. 20).

m-reducible for m < n (proof analogous to

4) S2 is not a.p. 2-reducible ([7’3,S3] Z).
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